I. Introduction
Few legal controversies can be adequately and fairly resolved without the assistance of an attorney. The Supreme Court has recognized that the right to be heard in agency or court proceedings would be, in many cases, of little use if it did not involve the ability to be heard by counsel: "Even the intelligent and educated layman has small and sometimes no skill in the science of law."
1 Likewise, rules of legal ethics and standards of professionalism emphasize that our complex adversarial system can only work if all sides to a legal controversy are well represented. 2 As one author observed, "access to minimal legal services is necessary for access to the legal system, and without access to the legal system, there is no equality before the law. The lawyer becomes the critical medium by which access to that legal system and the concomitant opportunity to secure justice is achieved." 3 Access to legal proceedings and legal representation is particularly appropriate in environmental disputes, where the law provides for extensive public participation in executive branch decision-making and for a right to judicial review of those decisions. 4 By authorizing "citizen suits" and attorneys fees to successful environmental plaintiffs, legislatures have embraced the notion that lawyers serve the public good by bringing cases against government agencies or private entities that fail to comply with environmental laws. well be the sole practicable avenue open to a minority to petition for redress of grievances." 11 Litigation may be the only means by which conºicts between ordinary citizens and powerful ªnancial interests or recalcitrant or unsympathetic government agencies can be resolved. 12 As an environmental lawyer has observed, "In no other political and social movement has litigation played such an important and dominant role [as in the environmental movement]." 13 Yet, plaintiff participation in an environmental lawsuit without the signiªcant assistance of an experienced attorney is very rare, and successful pro se representation even rarer.
14 However, legal representation-environmental and non-environmental-is not available to most Americans with legal problems. A 1992 American Bar Association study found that each year 71% of the legal needs of low-income households and 61% of those of moderate-income households are never addressed by the civil justice system. 15 When citizens require legal assistance to advance public rather than private interests, the lack of legal representation is even more severe-less than .001% of lawyers are public interest lawyers. 16 Citizens advancing issues of public concern often are left without an attorney or must turn to one of 11 NAACP v. Button, 371 U.S. 415, 430 (1963) . 12 See Nan Aron, Liberty and Justice for All 99-100 (1989). The late Rick Sutherland, the Executive Director of the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund at the time, argued:
Without public interest lawyers representing concerned citizens willing to go to court, [the] strong environmental pronouncement [of the legislatures and courts] would have been rendered virtually meaningless. In fact, this is perhaps the most important role of environmental litigation-to compel government agencies and ofªcials charged with administering our environmental laws to do their jobs.
Id. at 100. 13 David Sive, The Litigation Process in the Development of Environmental Law, 13 Pace Envtl. L. Rev. 1, 3 (1995) . As another environmental lawyer observed: "Litigation is the most important thing the environmental movement has done over the past ªfteen years." Tom Turner, The Legal Eagles, Amicus J., Winter 1988, at 25, 27 (quoting Rick Sutherland, Executive Director, Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund). See also Aron, supra note 12, at 72 (observing that "environmental organizations rely heavily on litigation to achieve their goals").
14 To understand the importance of legal representation in environmental disputes, one need only look at the ferocity with which members of the environmental defense bar and their clients sought to deny Tulane Law School's Environmental Law Clinic the ability to provide free legal representation to needy citizens and community organizations. See Robert R. Kuehn (citing a 1977 estimate that "public interest lawyers who work for nonproªt, tax-exempt groups constitute only one thousandth of a percent of the legal profession"). The Maryland Legal Services Corporation recently estimated that out of 30,000 attorneys in the state, fewer than 200 were public interest attorneys and that fewer private sector attorneys are volunteering these days for public interest service. Janet Stidman Eveleth, Where Has All the Passion Gone?, 34 Md. B.J., July/Aug. 2001, at 2. a select few private lawyers who will agree to represent them either at no cost or at a reduced or uncertain fee, or to the limited free assistance provided by law school professors and law school clinics.
Even though all members of the legal profession should recognize the large unmet need for legal assistance and respect the commitment of the bar to address these needs, attorneys have often been at the forefront of attacks against other lawyers for providing legal representation on environmental matters.
The actions referred to as "attacks" in this Article have the intent to deter other attorneys from providing legal representation to certain clients or causes or to pressure them to alter the nature of the advice and legal representation they would otherwise provide their clients. By targeting the attorney who brings a contrary message to a court or administrative proceeding, the attacking attorney seeks to silence certain points of view in environmental disputes and decision making.
Although there is considerable scholarship about a lawyer's duty to represent repugnant clients and about the moral nonaccountability of lawyers for the deeds of their clients, 17 there has been limited discussion of attacks by attorneys on those who represent unpopular or controversial clients, and even less analyzing the ethics of such attacks. 18 Articles on the ethics of environmental law practice make no more than passing reference to a lawyer's duty to respect the need for all points of view to be heard, and make no attempt to analyze the role of attorneys in attacks on providers of environmental representation. 19 This Article documents and challenges the propriety of attacks by attorneys on other lawyers providing environmental representation. Part II identiªes some of the attacks and the justiªcations often given for such assaults. Part III analyzes the legal ethics of such attacks by focusing on the formal rules of professional conduct. Part IV sets forth proposals for amending rules of professional conduct and law school policies to deter attacks on providers of environmental representation. 17 18 Professor Timothy Terrell and James Wildman argue that a lawyer's responsibility to assist and enable those in the profession who desire to distribute legal services to those unable to pay means that "lawyers at the very least should not interfere with the efforts of other lawyers who seek to provide this wide distribution." Timothy P. Terrell & James H. Wildman, Rethinking "Professionalism," 41 Emory L.J. 403, 431 (1992) . Terrell and Wildman rely, however, on concepts of professionalism, not rules of professional conduct, as the basis for this responsibility not to interfere with the pro bono efforts of other attorneys. 19 See, e.g., Lucia Ann Silecchia, Ethical Dilemmas for the Environmental Lawyer as Policy Maker, SB52 ALI-ABA 717, 720-22 (1997); David Sive, Ethical Problems in Environmental Litigation, C127 ALI-ABA 1369, 1379-80 (1995); Futrell, supra note 7, at 837.
The analysis in this Article is based almost exclusively on existing rules of professional responsibility rather than on other guidelines for professional behavior or on moral or public policy considerations. While this approach runs the risk of wrongly suggesting that only explicit codes of professional conduct deªne ethical attorney behavior, 20 the recurrence and severity of attacks on providers of environmental representation indicate that appeals to professionalism and fairness have failed to avert these attacks. In addition, because some attorneys use the explicit duty to provide zealous representation as a justiªcation for attacking other attorneys and seeking to interfere with the ability of certain clients and causes to obtain legal representation, a rule-based counter to such arguments is appropriate. Hence, this Article argues that even if ethical conduct is deªned solely by rules of professional conduct, attacks against attorneys for providing environmental representation are unethical and the legal profession should take further steps to make it clearer to attorneys that such behavior is improper.
II. Attacks on Environmental Representation
Attacks on attorneys in environmental disputes have occurred relatively often regarding a large array of issues, ranging from logging and grazing permits to chemical plants and highway construction. The examples documented below represent the breadth of issues and geographic areas in which such attacks occur and the avenues of justiªcation used by those who seek to deny representation. Part III will then analyze these various forms of attacks through an ethics framework.
A. Attacks on Private Lawyers

Early Attacks
Attacks by attorneys on those providing legal representation on environmental matters began almost as early as the practice of environmental law. Somewhat ironically, one of the ªrst attacks was by public interest attorney Ralph Nader. In 1969, Nader publicly attacked, and led a law student picket of, the Washington, D.C., law ªrm of Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering for its representation of the Automobile Manufacturers' Association ("AMA") on an air pollution conspiracy case. 21 The U.S. Depart- 20 The American Bar Association's ("ABA's") Model Rules of Professional Conduct explain that ethics rules "do not . . . exhaust the moral and ethical considerations that should inform a lawyer, for no worthwhile human activity can be completely deªned by legal rules. The Rules simply provide a framework for the ethical practice of law." Model Rules of Prof'l Conduct Preamble ¶ 14 (1999 ment of Justice and the AMA reached a settlement accomplishing the injunctive relief sought by the government, but Nader believed that, due to the national importance of the issue, the ªrm should have urged its client to go to trial.
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Nader argued that the AMA's attorneys should consider the broader public interests, not just the interests of their client. He contended that this was not an effort to deny the automobile manufacturers legal representation, as surely the companies would be able to ªnd someone else to defend them. 23 Other Nader supporters, however, including attorneys, did criticize the ªrm for its choice of clients. 24 Nader instead argued that the attack was about the limits of an environmental attorney's vigorous advocacy. According to Nader, the lawyer has a "duty to balance the private interest of his client against the pubic interest of society," and if the two interests do not coincide, the lawyer should then urge the client to take a broader view and do what is best for the public interest, not simply best for the client's interest. 25 He maintained that if the client, after urging by the attorney, would not act in the public interest and agree to a trial, then the ªrm should withdraw. 26 Of course, if this approach were carried out by all attorneys, environmental clients who choose not to act in a way that is perceived to be best for the public could ultimately ªnd themselves without competent legal representation.
The automobile manufacturers' attorney responded to Nader's attack with a press release that stated, in part: 24 "The group of [pro-Nader] activist lawyers is opposed not only to the legal representation of the big, corporate automobile manufacturers, but to the representation of any corporation that participates in an activity which the activists deem to be against the public interest." Petrara, supra note 17, at n. 85 
Recent Attacks
More recently, a Seattle law ªrm forced attorney Steven Davis out of the ªrm when his environmental work came under attack by attorneys for development interests in Alaska. In 1999, the Alaska Department of Natural Resources issued a right-of-way permit to Golden Valley Electric Association ("GVEA") to construct a large electric power transmission line. 28 Shortly thereafter, an environmental organization asked Davis to provide pro bono assistance and, with the blessing of his ªrm, Davis ªled suit challenging the permit. 29 After the suit was ªled, a new partner, who represented other Alaskan utility companies on unrelated matters, joined Davis' ªrm. When a lawyer representing GVEA found out that the newly hired partner had joined Davis' ªrm, the GVEA attorney threatened the ªrm's relationships with GVEA and other Alaska-based utilities if the ªrm did not terminate its representation of the environmentalists.
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Reaching what it termed a "business decision," the law ªrm gave Davis an ultimatum-the ªrm would drop the pro bono environmental case in two days and Davis could either remain at the ªrm and not work on the case or ofªcially leave the ªrm but be given temporary access to his ofªce, computer, and secretary so he could continue to work on the case while looking for a new job. 31 When the environmental organization client objected on ethical grounds to the ªrm withdrawing, and Davis noted that this would leave the clients without representation at a critical 27 Riley, supra note 21, at 554 (quoting the law ªrm's press release). For a further argument by Lloyd Cutler, the AMA's lead attorney on the case, that the participation of able counsel for all whose interests are affected by public action or inaction "is essential to make the adversary process work," see Lloyd N. Cutler, Emory Buckner, 83 Harv. L. Rev. 1746 Rev. , 1749 Rev. (1970 . 28 [Vol. 26 juncture in the case, the ªrm temporarily retreated. 32 Subsequently, the ªrm revived its proposal that Davis leave the ªrm but be given temporary access to ofªce resources. As Davis then explained:
Given (1) the possibility that the ªrm would simply terminate me (thereby depriving my clients of their representation) rather than let me continue to ªle briefs or argue in Fairbanks and (2) my departure would allow me to continue to work on behalf of my clients but without constant harassment and pressure from other Lane Powell attorneys regarding the case, I concluded that the most effective way I could ensure that my clients would have continued access to representation would be to accept the deal offered by Lane Powell.
33
When a University of Alaska professor later stepped forward to provide free legal assistance to another group of citizens challenging the same project, a GVEA lawyer threatened the citizens with a massive Strategic Litigation Against Public Participation ("SLAPP") suit to, as the citizens' attorney stated, "punish my clients and to chill future public interest litigation." 34 Fearing bankruptcy, the citizens were forced to settle their claims for little of what they had sought.
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B. Attacks on Law School Professors and Students
Attorneys have also repeatedly attacked, and in many instances directed the attack on, law school professors and students for providing free legal assistance on environmental matters. 
University of Tennessee
One of the ªrst attacks on a law school professor took place in the 1970s. In 1976, University of Tennessee College of Law Professor Zygmunt Plater, as one of the plaintiffs and later as attorney on appeal, ªled suit against the Tennessee Valley Authority ("TVA") to enjoin completion of the Tellico Dam and Reservoir Project on the ground that the construction and operation would jeopardize the existence of the snail darter and violate the Endangered Species Act. 37 Plater's pro bono work, and efforts to gather ªnancial support for the case, led to a backlash from Tennessee attorneys. A local bar association president forwarded a draft bar grievance petition to the dean of the College of Law alleging that Plater had engaged in barratry and champerty. 38 The bar association president warned that the petition would be ªled with the bar disciplinary committee if the law school did not discipline Plater and curtail his legal representation activities.
39 At Plater's insistence, the dean replied to the bar president that Plater's actions were appropriate and would be vigorously defended in any disciplinary proceeding. 40 The draft grievance was never ªled, and the Tennessee barratry and champerty statutes were found unconstitutional in a later case. 41 Around the same time, representatives of the TVA informed the law school that it would withhold the approximately twenty scholarships it provided to the school's law students until Plater and Donald Cohen, a co-plaintiff on the law faculty, left the faculty or backed down on the case.
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Although there is no direct evidence that this threat to terminate scholarship support was initiated by the TVA's attorneys, those familiar with the way the TVA handled its environmental litigation observe that the TVA's attorneys signiªcantly inºuenced the TVA's out-of-court conduct. 
University of Oregon
Attorneys for timber interests severely attacked the University of Oregon Law School's environmental law clinic for its choice of clients and cases. In 1981, shortly after the National Wildlife Federation and the law school entered into an agreement jointly to operate an environmental law clinic, opposing parties in the clinic's cases objected and convinced the president of the university to sever the arrangement. 44 Because they were unsatisªed with the mere termination of this joint arrangement, starting again in 1982 and continuing unabated through the early 1990s, attorneys for timber interests attacked the law clinic and urged university ofªcials to shut down the program. 45 In an unsuccessful attempt to get the clinic disqualiªed from a lawsuit, timber interest attorneys deposed two clinical instructors, the dean of the law school, two former clinic students, and university ofªcials for information on the clinic's ªnances and decision-making processes. Id. at 4. However, a subsequent report by university professors and Oregon attorneys concluded that the fact that a law clinic takes on clients with certain kinds of problems does not violate the university policy of institutional neutrality, noting: "Institutional neutrality applies to the institution as a whole. Individual professors and students are free to advocate their own political and social views." Id. at 11. 45 As a ªnal strategy, and largely in response to the clinic's ªling of a 1987 lawsuit to protect the habitat of the endangered northern spotted owl, timber industry lawyers turned to the state legislature. 47 Faced with a proposed bill to withdraw state funding of not just the law clinic but the entire law school, the Oregon environmental law clinic voluntarily moved off campus in 1993 and was reorganized as an independent not-for-proªt public interest law organization. 
Tulane University
One of the most aggressive efforts by members of the bar to restrict the activities of law school professors and students involved Tulane Law School's Environmental Law Clinic. Upset with the law clinic's success in presenting a lower-income, minority community's opposition to a proposed chemical plant (the Shintech case), members of the Louisiana bar, in conjunction with the Governor and business interests, attacked the clinic and pressed university ofªcials to intervene and restrict the clinic's advocacy activities. 49 During this time, the Governor's Special Counsel served as chairman and vicechairman of the Louisiana Bar Association's Environmental Law Section, which took no public position on the attack on the Tulane law clinic or on efforts to amend the law student practice rule to restrict the availability of clinic representation. Kuehn, supra note 14, at 71. The Section's only action was to publish an article in the Louisiana Bar Journal, [Vol. 26 had been defeated in proceedings by law clinic students. 51 For example, at the time of his attacks on the Tulane clinic, the chairman of the Chamber, one of the three business organizations that pressed the Louisiana Supreme Court to intervene and restrict the ability of the Tulane clinic to provide free legal assistance, 52 and his law ªrm were battling with clinic lawyers over the eligibility of a hazardous waste incinerator for state tax breaks.
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The reasons given by these attorneys for seeking to deny the Tulane law clinic the ability to provide free legal assistance were that clinic lawyers went "too far" in "trying to blaze new territory in the environmental justice arena," 54 that the clinic was "not supposed to be a public policy advocate" 55 for "legal views . . . in direct conºict with business positions," 56 and that business interests wanted a level playing ªeld undisturbed by clinic lawsuits. 57 written by an environmental defense attorney whose ªrm often opposed the Tulane clinic. The article urged all licensed attorneys to report any representation of ineligible clients by law clinics to the bar ethics committee and seek disqualiªcation of the law clinic students and supervising attorneys from the case. Id. at 72 (noting that the bar journal refused a request by the Tulane clinic's acting director to present a different perspective on the new student practice rule restrictions). 51 See Kuehn, supra note 14, at 72-75 (detailing the role of attorneys in the attack on the Tulane clinic). 52 The Chamber president argued that Tulane law clinic lawyers were "overzealous" and that the clinic's actions showed "how uncertain our economic future can be when irresponsible acts are tolerated. . 57 See generally Fox News (Fox News Channel television broadcast, Sept. 1998) (on Some attorneys in Louisiana were not satisªed simply with denying the Tulane Environmental Law Clinic the ability to provide free legal representation. One senior partner in a prominent New Orleans law ªrm warned that if applicants for a job at the ªrm had the Tulane clinic on their resume "they might as well not come through the front door." 58 The hiring boycott remark came during a meeting of the Inns of Court, an organization dedicated to promoting the professionalism of the bar by making "the legal system more accessible" and perfecting the availability of justice in the United States. 59 The Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality allegedly engaged in similar blacklisting by refusing to hire qualiªed Tulane Law School alumni because of their participation in the environmental law clinic during law school. 60 Further, at least one chemical company reportedly stopped recruiting Tulane University students, even Tulane engineering school students, as a way to pressure the university to shut down or restrict the Tulane Environmental Law Clinic. 
University of Pittsburgh
At the University of Pittsburgh, critics attacked two law professors, William Luneburg and Jules Lobel, for their pro bono environmental work from 1996 to 1998 challenging proposed logging on government lands. 62 A lawyer for the U.S. Forest Service started the attack by circulating a document identifying the role of the law professors in the case. 63 ªle with the Harvard Environmental Law Review) (reporting remarks by Herschel Abbott). Abbott was chairman of the Business Council of New Orleans, one of the three business groups that petitioned the Louisiana Supreme Court to restrict the clinic's ability to represent clients, and president and former general counsel of BellSouth Corporation; students at the Tulane Environmental Law Clinic had earlier blocked BellSouth's plans to demolish an historic New Orleans building. Kuehn, supra note 14, at 72. 58 Recently, attorneys attacked the law school's new environmental law clinic over assistance provided to a local community group concerned about the proposed construction of a highway expressway. 64 At the forefront of the attack was a justice of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court and chairman of the Law School's Board of Visitors, who characterized the law clinic's participation in the environmental review process required by the National Environmental Policy Act as "the teaching of rudimentary social activism rather than law" and "a real and present danger to the well-being of the law school." 65 In response to these attacks, the university announced it would impose a $62,559 per year charge on the environmental law clinic for administrative and overhead costs, out of the clinic's annual budget of $102,000, and proposed to separate the law clinic from the law school.
66 After a public outcry, the university reversed its position and decided that the clinic would remain in the law school and be fully funded by the law school through private funds. 67 to Author (Feb. 10, 2000) (on ªle with the Harvard Environmental Law Review). 64 , at B-3. The University, whose chancellor is the former dean of the law school, announced the imposition of these charges shortly after a meeting at which the Pennsylvania Supreme Court justice criticized the clinic. Hopey, supra note 64. The University's imposition of these overhead charges would have bankrupted the clinic in eighteen months. Id.; see also Elizabeth Amon, Environmental Law: School Law Clinics Spark Hostility, Nat'l L.J., Apr. 1, 2002, at A5 ("[T]he clinic would have had trouble raising [the $62,000] privately because the university limited who the clinic could speak to in order to raise funds. The assessments would have caused the clinic to close in a year and a half."). 67 See Amon, supra note 66. ("Law school Dean David Herring said of the university's recent decision to support the clinic, 'At some point you have to stand by your principles. You have to stand up for academic freedom and the principles of our profession and teach your students by model behavior.'").
Other University Attacks
At the University of West Virginia, critics attacked law professor Patrick McGinley in the 1980s over his pro bono representation of citizens challenging illegal mining practices. 68 Lawyers for coal companies led the public and behind-the-scenes efforts to drive McGinley off the case, including an unsuccessful effort to deny McGinley tenure. 69 Similarly, timber interests attacked Professor Mark Squillace of the University of Wyoming College of Law in 1994 for providing pro bono legal assistance to environmental interests. 70 Leading the attack on the law professor and efforts to reduce funding to the law school was an attorney, and former student of Squillace's, supporting timber interests. 71 In response to Squillace's pro bono activities, and the later publication of a controversial book on Western grazing practices by his colleague Debra Donahue, the president of the Wyoming Senate proposed legislation to close the law school. 72 The bill was never introduced.
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In addition to these publicized attacks, some law professors and law clinics have refused to represent certain cases or clients out of fears that taking such cases could result in problems with their job security or threats to their school's funding. 74 Because of complaints from law school alumni and opposing counsel, many other law professors have had 68 2001 (reporting that as a result of threats by a state legislator, the director of the University of Pittsburgh's environmental law clinic chose to provide legal assistance on his own time to a group challenging logging practices in the Allegheny National Forest, rather than through the school's law clinic); Hopey, supra note 64. [Vol. 26 to respond to hostile phone calls and letters, or to defend their case and client selection decisions before meetings with law school and university ofªcials.
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III. Ethics Rules Addressing Attacks on Environmental Representation
An area of concern for many attorneys who practice public interest environmental law is in-court attacks on their ability to provide environmental representation. These attacks often come in the form of challenges to attorneys fees, naming attorneys as defendants in SLAPP lawsuits, unsubstantiated ethics complaints, and ghost-writing frivolous pleadings. 76 In the view of attorneys on the receiving end, the purpose of such tactics is to drive the attorneys off the case, or off future cases, thereby denying potential clients of legal representation.
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Because these attacks on environmental representation take place within an ongoing judicial proceeding, they are defended by the attackers on the ground that such tactics are simply the zealous representation to which their clients are entitled and to which they are bound to provide. 78 However, rules of professional responsibility and lawyer oaths also provide that a "lawyer is not bound to press for every advantage that might be realized for a client" action is taken primarily for the purpose of harassing or maliciously injuring a person.
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These attacks in on-going proceedings generally have a neutral arbiter available to evaluate their propriety and order appropriate action. By contrast, the attacks addressed in this Article are those where lawyers are generally acting outside the shadow of the law or some other regulated process to inºuence or intimidate other lawyers to deny certain causes or clients legal representation or deny clients independent professional advice and representation. Thus, the focus of this Article is on extra-judicial, rather than in-court attacks on attorneys providing environmental representation.
Members of the bar who engage in extra-judicial attacks on other attorneys and seek to deprive citizens of representation on environmental matters violate long-standing fundamentals of professional conduct, as embodied in ethics codes. These principles of professional conduct include an attorney's duty not to refuse representation to unpopular or controversial clients or causes, the duty to act independently of thirdparty interests, the legal profession's pro bono publico responsibilities, and the duties not to prejudice the administration of justice or use means that have no substantial purpose other than to embarrass, harass, or delay a third person.
Though the professional rules and ethics opinions regarding attacks on other attorneys are non-binding (in the case of ethics opinions) and generally lack enforceable sanctions (in the case of professional rules), the attacks remain contrary to rules of professional responsibility and are therefore unethical.
A. The Duty Not To Refuse Unpopular or Controversial Clients or Causes
In seeking to restrict access to justice to certain environmental points of view, lawyers attacking environmental representation neglect their duty not to deny legal representation to parties with controversial causes. A comment in the American Bar Association's ("ABA") Model Rules of Professional Conduct ("Model Rules") 81 states that "legal representation should not be denied to people who are unable to afford legal services, or whose cause is controversial or the subject of popular disapproval. 84 similarly provides that a lawyer "should not decline representation because a client or cause is unpopular or community reaction is adverse." 85 An attorney's preference to avoid adverse alignment against judges, other lawyers, public ofªcials, or inºuential members of the community does not justify refusing to represent a client. 86 In a number of states, a further duty is imposed by the lawyer oaths given upon admission to the bar. Many oaths state: "I will never reject, from any consideration personal to myself, the cause of the defenseless or oppressed, or delay any person's cause for lucre or malice." 87 Violation of the oath constitutes grounds for disciplinary action, 88 although it is not known whether any attorney's selªsh refusal to represent the defenseless or oppressed has ever resulted in discipline.
These duties ºow from the professional conviction that legal services should be fully available to all persons and from the principle that representation of a client "does not constitute an endorsement of the client's political, economic, social or moral views or activities." 89 Similarly, the participation of law school professors or law school clinical programs in a lawsuit does not make the university a party to the proceeding nor constitute the university's position on the underlying dispute. 90 A number of ABA ethics opinions reinforce this responsibility not to deny legal services to certain clients or causes. 91 ABA Formal Opinion 324 states that an attorney on a legal aid society's board of directors "is under a similar obligation not to reject certain types of clients or particular kinds of cases merely because of their controversial nature, anticipated adverse community reaction, or because of a desire to avoid alignment against public ofªcials, government agencies, or inºuential members of the community." 92 Lawyer members of the governing bodies of legal assistance organizations and law school clinics are admonished to avoid establishing guidelines that prohibit acceptance of controversial cases or clients or that prohibit aligning the organization against public ofªcials, governmental agencies, or inºuential members of the community.
93 Instead, they "should seek to establish guidelines that encourage, not restrict, acceptance of controversial clients and cases," especially if legal representation is otherwise not available. 94 For an attorney to deny representation to certain clients or causes because of attacks by another attorney would be to violate these precepts.
The ABA's Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility clariªed that this duty applies to all attorneys, not just to those who serve on legal services boards or in law school clinics: "We stress that all lawyers should use their best efforts to avoid the imposition of any unreasonable and unjustiªed restraints upon the rendition of legal services by legal services ofªces for the beneªt of the indigent and should seek to remove such restraints where they exist." 95 The ABA and the American Association of Law Schools ("AALS") have interpreted this ethical duty to preclude criticism by lawyers of those attorneys who are willing to represent unpopular causes:
No member of the Bar should indulge in public criticism of another lawyer because he has undertaken the representation of less, ABA opinions have signiªcant inºuence on courts and disciplinary committees and provide an important source of ethics authority. 
Justiªcations Given for Attacks
Attorneys attacking the availability of legal assistance on environmental matters ignore these ethical considerations and often argue that the clients and their causes justify denying them access to legal representation. For example, attorneys leading the attack on the Tulane Environmental Law Clinic sought to justify their actions by arguing that the projects that the Tulane clients sought to block were beneªcial to the community and should not be opposed by anyone. 97 These lawyers view the representation by law school professors of community organizations that might object to certain large-scale development projects as improper political "activism,"
98 equating the concept of inappropriate legal activism with the potential economic damage caused by these suits. The Chief Justice of the Louisiana Supreme Court sought to justify new restrictions on law clinic representation of community organizations, which were imposed at the request of business interests in Louisiana and their attorneys, by arguing, "We don't want people with agendas to outgun the other side. So, we restricted the clinics to even up the playing ªeld." 99 Similarly, the attorney who organized the effort to prohibit a University of Wyoming law professor from providing pro bono legal services complained of the allegedly radical, economically damaging positions taken by the law professor's clients. 100 It is not apparent why the representation of community groups suing to enforce environmental laws is any more radical or political than when a private attorney represents businesses or business associations suing to avoid environmental restrictions. 102 In reality, the attacks on legal representation for certain environmental causes are simply instances of some lawyers believing that certain clients and their causes should not have access to the legal system. As one legal scholar observed, an attempt to disqualify attorneys from representing certain clients and interests "is the equivalent of selectively disbarring attorneys who have won on controversial matters."
103 Yet ethics rules, as well as the Supreme Court, have rejected the "notion that it is always better for a person to suffer a wrong silently than to redress it by legal action." 
The Substantive vs. Process Perspective
Lawyers who attack another lawyer's representation of an unpopular client adopt, in effect, the substantive perspective on a lawyer's relationship to the causes and positions of her client. 105 Proponents of this perspective argue that lawyers should have the right to refuse to represent unpopular clients, and to prejudge the quality and culpability of the client, because once the formal legal relationship begins, the lawyer and client are one and the same.
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Since lawyers have a choice of clients and can withdraw if the client insists on pursuing an objective that the lawyer considers repugnant, the substantive perspective condones, or at least would not condemn, attacks on lawyers and the tactics they use to represent unpopular causes or clients, all the while claiming that the attacks are not an attempt to deny legal representation. 107 However, even those who embrace the substantive perspective concede that the "last lawyer in town," whose refusal to pro- vide representation would leave a client or cause without legal representation, is entitled to moral immunity from other attorneys' criticism of his choice of clients or causes.
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The process perspective, on the other hand, contends that a lawyer is simply an agent whose duty is to advocate the rights of the client and that the adversary process, not the lawyer herself, should judge the appropriateness or inappropriateness of the client's behavior. 109 Under this view, lawyers should not suffer criticism based on the clients they represent, and certainly should not be denied the opportunity to provide such assistance, provided the lawyers honor professional standards while rendering such legal services. 110 At the time of Ralph Nader's attack on lawyers for the automobile industry, Abe Fortas described the process role of a lawyer as follows:
Lawyers are agents, not principals; and they should neither criticize nor tolerate criticism based upon the character of the client whom they represent or the cause that they prosecute or defend. They cannot and should not accept responsibility for the client's practices. Rapists, murders, child-abusers, General Motors, Dow Chemical-and even cigarette manufacturers and stream polluters-are entitled to a lawyer; and any lawyer who undertakes their representation must be immune from criticism for so doing. [T] he social implications of the position to be taken on the client's behalf were submerged by the lawyer's dedication to the value of the legal and constitutional system as he saw it, to the duty of the advocate, and to the obligations of advocacy in an adversary system . . . ." Id. at 996. " [T] he social values of [the client's] character and conduct are not the lawyer's concern unless they are so abhorrent to the lawyer, and he is so emotionally involved, that he feels he cannot represent the client with full dedication." Id. at 997.
In urging representation for unpopular clients and causes, Judge Simon Rifkind similarly argued:
As you know, there are fashions in untouchability. One season it is a sharecropper in Mississippi, the next season it is a multi-million share corporation in Detroit . . . . If [the public] comprehended how the engine of the adversary process is ignited and works, they would never ask to explain why a lawyer did take a particular case, but rather why he had rejected another. That, indeed calls for justiªcation. 
The ABA's View
Following a history of attacks on attorneys representing unpopular civil rights clients and alleged communist sympathizers in the 1950s and 1960s, the ABA adopted the ethics rule that representing a client does not constitute endorsement of the client's views or activities and the comment that "[l]egal representation should not be denied to people . . . whose cause is controversial or the subject of popular disapproval." 112 Therefore, while academics may still debate the relative merits of the substantive and process perspectives, the ethics rules are clear-lawyers should be free of restraints on, interference with, and criticism of the clients they represent. As Professor Monroe Freedman argues, clients and their causes should be attacked directly, not through their lawyers. 113 One should note that the provisions in rules of professional conduct proscribing a lawyer from refusing to handle controversial clients and cases use permissive rather than imperative language, and are located in the comments to the Model Rules and ethical considerations of the Model Code. Only imperatives deªne professional misconduct, and comments and ethical considerations merely provide guidance and aspirations. 114 Thus, no attorney would be sanctioned under these rules of conduct for rejecting the representation of a defenseless or oppressed client or for seeking to induce another attorney to do so.
Even if this lack of an imperative, enforceable rule does not subject attorneys to disciplinary action, the attacks are contrary to rules of professional responsibility and, therefore, are unethical in light of the repeated ethics rule pronouncements on not denying certain persons or causes access to legal representation. As the ABA's Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility explained: "To say, as we have sometimes done, that a particular [action of a lawyer] is not forbidden by the disciplinary rules is not to say that such [action] is wise or is consis-[Vol. 26 tent with applicable ethical considerations."
115 At most, especially where the intent of the rules is clear, the absence of an enforceable ethics rule simply provides the offending attorney a safe harbor from disciplinary action.
B. The Duty To Act Independent of Third-Party Interests
Attorneys attacking environmental representation have sought to restrict not just the clients and cases that other attorneys may assist, but also their methods of lawyering.
Attorneys attacking the Tulane Environmental Law Clinic argued that clinic attorneys were overly zealous and had "gone too far" in raising the issue of environmental discrimination. 116 The Chief Justice of the Louisiana Supreme Court contended that certain types of legal advocacy were "beyond the legal parameters of helping indigent people." 117 These comments do not argue for the equal application of the rules of professional conduct to all sides representing environmental disputes. Rather, they seek to restrict how lawyers representing some environmental interests may advocate so that their clients receive second-class lawyering. 118 Limits on the advocacy that certain environmental clients and causes may receive are contrary to rules of professional responsibility. Ethics rules mandate the duty of all attorneys "to use legal procedure for the fullest beneªt of the client's cause" and to zealously assert the client's position under the rules of the adversary system. 119 Moreover, the assertion that certain people, because of the nature of their cause or their inability to afford the services of the private bar, should receive different, and less, advocacy in environmental disputes is repugnant to notions of fair play and due process. As Supreme Court Justice Lewis Powell argued, "It is fundamental that justice should be the same, in substance and availability, without regard to economic status."
120
There is nothing unique about environmental representation or representation by public interest lawyers or law professors that makes certain types of advocacy inappropriate. Once these lawyers agree to represent the client, they are ethically bound, like all lawyers, to use the legal system to their client's fullest advantage.
Attempts by attorneys to get others, such as partners in law ªrms, legislators, or university ofªcials, to intervene against other lawyers on pending environmental cases are particularly disturbing. "In representing a client, a lawyer shall provide independent professional judgment" free of interference from third parties. 121 The Model Rules provide that "[a] lawyer shall not permit a person who recommends, employs, or pays the lawyer to render legal services for another to direct or regulate the lawyer's professional judgment in rendering such advice." 122 The Model Code contains a similar provision.
123
ABA ethics opinions also caution against the inºuence of third parties on a lawyer's independent professional judgment. interest law organization have no intent to inºuence a law professor's or staff attorney's decisions, a requirement to consult on case decisions may inhibit the attorney from taking potentially controversial actions in a case.
126
Efforts of one attorney to get another to provide less than diligent, zealous representation, or to focus on interests other than those of the client, constitutes an attempt to induce another attorney to violate ethical rules, and is thus professional misconduct. Rules of professional conduct deªne misconduct as not only directly violating an ethical rule but also inducing another attorney to violate the rules.
127
Of course, attorneys are free, as Nader and others submit, to advise their clients to consider the moral, social, and political implications of their actions, not just the legal.
128 Attorneys are also free, through agreement with the client, to limit the scope or objectives of the legal services provided and to exclude objectives or means that the lawyer regards as repugnant or imprudent. 129 For example, an attorney representing development interests could inform the client that the attorney will not engage in attacks on the plaintiffs, such as through SLAPP suits or other tactics intended to punish or intimidate the plaintiffs, or their attorney, for pursuing environmental claims. Similarly, an attorney representing environmental interests might inform the client, in advance of agreeing to the legal representation, that the attorney will not seek relief that would result in the closing of an ongoing business.
But in the end, the decision whether or not such approaches are appropriate rests with the client and the independent professional judgment of the client's attorney. 130 The failure of a lawyer in an environmental case to render non-legal advice or to seek to persuade the client to follow such advice is not grounds for an attorney to attack another attorney, nor does the failure of the client to follow non-legal advice justify criticizing the attorney for not then abandoning the client.
131
Blacklisting job applicants because the applicant previously represented an unpopular or controversial law clinic client, or merely participated in a law clinic, also raises signiªcant ethical concerns. 132 While the Model Rules and Model Code prohibit a lawyer from entering into an agreement that restricts another lawyer's right to practice law, the rules do not explicitly address discriminatory hiring practices. 133 Bias or prejudice in law ofªce hiring is, however, antithetical to the ethical precept that "representing a client does not constitute approval of the client's views or activities" 134 and to every lawyer's responsibility to ensure that legal representation is available to those whose causes are controversial or unpopular. Regardless of any ªrm's underlying politics or business orientation, it should not be able to exclude qualiªed job applicants simply because of the classes or clinics they attended while at law school.
Beyond ethics rules, the emerging professionalism movement and its emphasis on civility and the accessibility of the legal system to all persons dictate that no lawyer, or law school for that matter, should be punished for providing legal assistance to an unpopular client or cause.
135
The ABA has noted, "the law school experience provides a student's ªrst exposure to the profession, and . . . professors inevitably serve as important role models for students. Therefore, the highest standards of ethics and professionalism should be adhered to within law schools."
136 Thus, law school faculty and administrators have a heightened responsibility to ensure that they do not discourage the acceptance or zealous representation of unpopular or controversial clients or causes. 137 131 Cf. Model Rules of Prof'l Conduct R. 1.16(b)(3) (1999) (authorizing, but not requiring, a lawyer to withdraw from representing a client if the client insists upon pursuing an objective that the lawyer considers repugnant or imprudent); Model Code of Prof'l Responsibility DR 2-110(C)(1)(e) (1986) (permitting, but not requiring, a lawyer to withdraw if the client insists, in a matter not pending before a tribunal, that the lawyer engage in conduct that is contrary to the judgment and advice of the lawyer but not prohibited under the disciplinary rules). 132 See supra notes 58-61. 133 Model Rules of Prof'l Conduct R. 5.6 (1999); Model Code of Prof'l Responsibility DR 2-108 (1986). 
Further Justiªcations Given for Attacks
Attorneys cannot justify their attacks on the availability of legal representation and discrimination against law students in employment by saying they were simply following the directives of an elected ofªcial, carrying out the decisions of a business association, or doing the bidding of the attorney's client. These attacks generally have not occurred in the attorneys' capacity as paid advocates for their clients' interests, but outside the law ªrm employment context. Court decisions and ethics opinions reject the argument that the rules of professional responsibility do not apply to an attorney's individual or personal activities or when working for an elected ofªcial or engaged in some activity other than the practice of law. " [A] lawyer must comply at all times with all applicable disciplinary rules of the Code of Professional Responsibility whether or not he is acting in his professional capacity." 138 Furthermore, Model Rules 6.3 and 6.4 and similar provisions in the Model Code clarify that a lawyer may serve as a director, ofªcer, or member of a service organization, including legal services or law reform organizations, even if that organization may serve persons or advance interests adverse to the lawyer's client. 139 Thus, whatever moral cover is afforded when the attorney acts pursuant to the client's direction is generally unavailable when the attorney is acting outside the context of the attorney-client relationship. Consistent with other ethical obligations to clients who may want an opposing lawyer silenced, an attorney may support, or at least remain neutral toward, the public service efforts of other lawyers or law schools. And, of course, as with the case of attorneys counseling unpopular environmental clients, attorneys who are urged by their clients to attack opposing attorneys may object that such objectives and tactics are repugnant to the attorney and, through agreement with the clients, limit the scope or objectives of the legal services, or even withdraw from the representation. 140 At a minimum, an attorney cannot justify such attacks as a means to aid clients who have not retained the attorney for the purpose of attacking the availability of the legal representation. The numerous documented attacks on environmental representation show how easily provisions of the rules of professional responsibility are ignored when attorneys perceive them to be contrary to their own, or their clients', interests. In the attacks on environmental representation chronicled in Part II, it does not appear that any attorney who attacked another attorney, or who sought to deny legal representation by lawyers or law schools, ever considered whether those efforts were inconsistent with ethical responsibilities. 141 The ease with which attorneys apparently disengage from the deªning characteristics of the legal profession is troubling and hard to explain. For example, how can it be that at an Inns of Court meeting on professionalism an attorney proclaims that ªrms should discriminate in hiring decisions against students who simply participate in law school clinical programs?
142
One answer could be the intense economic pressures attorneys encounter in environmental cases and the win-at-all-costs attitude that results. 143 Lawyers, although usually not retained to make such attacks, may perceive that they will gain future business from pleased clients or ªnd that persons opposing their clients' interests are no longer represented by competent environmental counsel if they work to deny legal assistance to opposing clients and causes. 144 Indeed, one partner justiªed 141 See, e.g., LeBlanc, supra note 98, at 234 (arguing that concern over new law clinic restrictions are much ado about nothing and contending that new restrictions will achieve "justice for all under law," but failing to propose any alternative source of legal assistance for those now unable to obtain the assistance of the state's law clinics); Morning Edition: Rules on Law School Clinics (National Public Radio broadcast, July 30, 1998) (quoting Governor Foster's Special Counsel's defense of the denial of legal assistance-"individuals don't have a constitutional right to have free legal assistance in civil cases"-but showing no concern for the inability of law clinic clients to obtain alternative representation). 142 See supra note 58. 143 See generally Orrin K. Ames III, Duty to the Client: The Need for Perspective and Balance, Fla. B. News, Oct. 1, 1999, at 24; Professionalism in Practice, ABA J., August 1998, at 48, 52-56 (reprinting a panel discussion on economic pressures that contribute to unprofessional or unethical behavior); Terry Carter, "Inns of Court" Movement Taming "Rambo" Lawyers, Nat'l L.J., June 5, 1989, at 8 (stating that emphasis on the bottom line has skewed some perceptions of the ethical lines not to be crossed). 144 Professor Robert Gordon argues that efforts by law ªrms to restrict the ability of members of the ªrm to represent unpopular pro bono clients are contrary to rules of ethics and notions of professional independence: Sometimes [law ªrms] explicitly prohibit other activities, such as pro bono activities or political causes or even just publishing law review articles, that might create a potential "business" conºict-that is, not a properly disqualifying conºict of interest, but merely the risk of loss of business from having a ªrm member be perceived to adopt a policy position that one of the ªrm's clients might not like. What is especially interesting about such prohibitions is not so much that partners impose them, but that the partners are so unembarrassed about doing so, even though the practice violates-in addition to the formal provisions [Vol. 26 withdrawing legal assistance to a controversial environmental organization after an inºuential client objected by stating that if the attorney refusing to withdraw from the pro bono case "had a mortgage and kids to feed," he would "understand" why the case and clients should be dropped. 145 Such unabashed attention to the attorney's personal ªnancial interests likely explains the frequent attacks on the pro bono work of law professors and students. Economic pressures particularly affect environmental law disputes because of the large sums of money at stake in those cases. 146 As one scholar noted, the true concern of lawyers attacking law professors and law clinics for their pro bono work is that the professors and students are "bringing suits that wouldn't be brought at all if the clinic didn't do it."
147 Though this perhaps reºects the shortcomings of the government's environmental enforcement mechanisms, such inadeof some codes of ethics-every conceivable traditional ideal of independence their profession has ever entertained. Norman Spaulding similarly noted:
[P]aying clients (in many instances without even speaking a word on the subject) have a great deal of authority to determine which public interest causes and pro bono To at least one environmental defense attorney in Louisiana, clients and attorneys should also be able to deªne which clients and causes are appropriate for representation by law professors and students at that client's attorney's old law school. See Kuehn, supra note 14, at 74-75 (citing statement by lawyer for New Orleans law ªrm that, as a contributing alumnus of Tulane Law School, it is inappropriate for the Tulane Environmental Law Clinic to "represent citizens opposed to his client's projects"). quacies neither explain nor excuse the ethical issues involved in denying a litigant legal representation.
Denying that they are motivated by ªnancial gain, attorneys leading attacks on law professors and law clinics have often sought to justify their actions on the ground that it is inappropriate for law school employees or students, even where acting on their own donated time, to oppose the interests of law school alumni or their clients. They contend that restrictions on the representation activities of professors and students will protect the university from the ªnancial harm and loss of public goodwill that the law school's involvement in controversial cases might bring.
148
Contrary to the ethical precepts set forth above, lawyers leading or supporting attacks on law professors and law school clinics never proposed or provided an alternative source of legal representation for the clients aided by the professors and students. 149 One attorney who led the attack on the Tulane Environmental Law Clinic even perversely argued that denying the clinic the opportunity to represent citizens and community organizations who would otherwise go without legal assistance would help achieve "justice for all under the law." 150 Without an effort by the attorneys responsible for such attacks to ensure that the disqualiªcation of the attorneys or law students does not leave present and potential clients without legal representation, it is hard to see such attacks as anything other than attempts to increase the lawyers' and their clients' self interests by denying legal representation to opposing clients and their causes. 149 See E-mail from Patrick McGinley, supra note 69 (critics of University of West Virginia law professor's pro bono activities knew that, without the law professor's free legal assistance, the clients would not be able to ªnd other qualiªed counsel); E-mail from William Luneburg, supra note 63 (noting that those who questioned the propriety of University of Pittsburgh law professors and students providing free legal assistance did not identify any alternative source of legal representation for the clients); E-mail from Michael Axline, supra note 45; E-mail from Mark S. Squillace, Professor, University of Wyoming College of Law, to Author (Feb. 11, 2000) (on ªle with the Harvard Environmental Law Review) (stating that no discussion of how the client groups might ªnd other legal assistance took place during the attack on Wyoming law professor's pro bono environmental activities).
150 LeBlanc, supra note 98, at 234. [Vol. 26
C. The Legal Profession's Pro Bono Publico Responsibilities
The longstanding professional responsibility of every lawyer to assist in making legal services fully available 151 is also implicated by attacks that seek to deny certain clients and causes access to legal representation on environmental matters. The Model Rules remind all lawyers to be mindful "of the fact that the poor, and sometimes persons who are not poor, cannot afford adequate legal assistance." 152 Ethics rules declare that every lawyer should discharge this responsibility not only by providing professional services at no fee or a reduced fee to persons of limited means, but also by supporting programs that provide free legal services to persons of limited means 153 and devoting "civic inºuence" on behalf of those who cannot afford adequate legal assistance. 154 As the ABA Commission on Ethics and Professional Responsibility stated, it is the ethical responsibility of lawyers "to do the best we can to provide appropriate and competent legal representation for indigent persons" and to "take all necessary actions to prevent the abandonment of indigent clients." 155 The ABA House of Delegates recently identiªed "the lawyer's duty to promote access to justice" as one of the six core values of the legal profession. 156 Recognizing the lack of available legal representation for those advancing environmental concerns, the House of Delegates also passed a resolution urging increased delivery of legal services to persons and communities raising environmental justice claims and the expansion of law school clinical programs to address environmental justice problems.
Thus, rules of professional conduct impose two pro bono publico responsibilities on all members of the bar-to render pro bono services and to support the efforts of other attorneys to provide such services.
158
As noted above, attorneys leading the attacks on lawyers providing environmental services never demonstrated that any of the clients could have found alternative representation, nor did they explain how potential clients would ªnd representation if their lawyers were driven off the case or discouraged from taking future cases. 159 In the case of the attack on the Tulane Environmental Law Clinic, those attacking the law professors and students suggested that Louisiana law clinics should cease representing individuals and community organizations that cannot afford attorneys and instead begin representing businesses. 160 While this extreme argument may not have been publicly advanced by attorneys in other states, the lawyers leading or supporting attacks in those states likewise did not provide an alternative source of legal representation for the clients or causes they sought to delawyer.
This failure to provide alternative legal assistance strongly suggests that denial of access to legal representation is indeed the result usually sought by attorneys who attack the pro bono work of other environmental attorneys, a violation of the "clear responsibility" under rules of professional responsibility to respond to the difªculty of ªnding adequate legal representation by providing alternative legal services or support for the attorneys or programs providing such assistance. 161 Again, the precatory nature of pro bono ethical precepts may immunize a lawyer from disciplinary action. However, the actions of lawyers who attack other attorneys providing pro bono environmental representation, thereby seeking to deny certain clients and causes access to legal representation and the courts, have, nonetheless, engaged in conduct contrary to applicable ethics rules.
on Homelessness and Poverty, ABA Section of Individual Rights and Responsibilities, National Bar Association, Inc., and Hispanic National Bar Association). 158 One goal of law clinics is to assist the bench and bar in fulªlling its responsibility "for providing competent legal services for all persons, including those unable to pay for these services. A number of problems may prevent the application of this rule to attacks on attorneys. The Model Rules and some state rules of professional conduct require that for bias or discrimination to prejudice justice, it must be manifested in the course of representing a client. 168 A number of court decisions also require a showing that the conduct or words adversely affected the administration of justice in a particular legal proceeding. 169 However, a number of states prohibit bias or prejudice in the practice of law. This broad language covers employment decisions and actions of a lawyer that are not related to the representation of a particular client or to a particular proceeding. 170 The "prejudicial to the administration of justice" prohibition in the Model Rules was recently extended by the ABA explicitly to prohibit knowing bias or prejudice based on race, sex, religion, national origin, disability, age, sexual orientation, or socioeconomic status where such actions are prejudicial to the administration of justice. 171 As interpreted by the comment, this rule generally prohibits actions or speech that are also regulated by other laws, but it does not address bias or prejudice toward the political or social views of a client or cause. Nevertheless, in prohibiting derogatory comments about a person's socioeconomic status, the ABA has indicated that otherwise protected speech can merit disciplinary action when a lawyer, acting in a professional capacity, knowingly uses words or conduct for the purpose of interfering with the ability of the judicial system to administer justice.
Constitutional Concerns
Application of the rule to punish lawyers for what they say as opposed to what they do raises signiªcant First Amendment problems. 172 Ethics rules' longstanding position that unpopular clients and causes should not be denied legal representation, and clear proscription against efforts to interfere with an ongoing attorney-client relationship, should provide attorneys with fair notice that attacks may subject the attorney to discipline. However, it could also be argued that in the absence of previous court or ethics decisions ªnding attacks on other attorneys to be improper, application of the "prejudicial to the administration of justice standard" is unfair. 178 Consequently, where the words or conduct are aimed at interfering with an ongoing legal relationship, attacks by an attorney that are intended to deny or deter another attorney from providing independent legal advice could be considered prejudicial to the administration of justice and disciplinary action resulting from such attacks might survive a constitutional challenge. Nonetheless, a review of reported cases and state ethics opinions did not uncover any instance where an attorney's attempt to induce another attorney to reject or diminish the representation of a defenseless or controversial client was alleged to be prejudicial to the administration of justice, an absence that is not surprising given the lack of a speciªc ABA ethics comment condemning such attacks and the potential First Amendment concerns mentioned above.
Where an attorney is engaging in attacks in the course of representing a client, a related ethical prescription also may apply. 179 The Model Rules provide that in the course of representing a client, "a lawyer shall not use means that have no substantial purpose other than to embarrass, delay, or burden a third person." 180 Similarly, the Model Code prohibits a lawyer from taking action on behalf of a client when the lawyer knows or when it is obvious that such action would serve merely to harass or maliciously injure another. 181 [Vol. 26
These prohibitions are not limited to litigation or the courtroom, 182 and include conduct directed at opposing counsel. 183 Because these professional responsibilities are stated in the form of imperative ethics rules, extra-judicial attacks on other attorneys that are intended to embarrass, delay, or burden the other attorney or her client could constitute misconduct under the Model Rules or Model Code, although the attacking attorney may argue under the Model Rules language that the attack had some other "substantial purpose" and, therefore, does not subject the attacking attorney to discipline. 184 
IV. Proposals for Curtailing Attacks on Environmental Representation
The lack of respect for professional obligations evidenced by attacks on those providing environmental representation demonstrates the need for a number of reforms.
To deter attorneys from interfering with legal representation of indigent or unpopular persons or organizations, ethics rules should adopt an explicit responsibility not to interfere in such representation. An attorney could interpret the present rule to mean only that an attorney cannot reject an unpopular prospective client who seeks that particular attorney's assistance. 185 While the explicit responsibility to ensure that those unable to afford an attorney are represented implies an equal duty not to interfere with such representation when provided by other attorneys, the ethical rules are silent on this countervailing obligation of non-interference. 186 Rules of professional responsibility need to state that a lawyer's duties to assist those unable to afford legal assistance and not to deny legal services based on a person's views or activities also mean that an attorney should not seek to interfere with the efforts of other attorneys to provide representation to these clients and causes.
187 Moreover, this duty should be adopted as a rule of professional conduct, not simply as an interpretory comment.
188 A joint, but dated, report of the ABA and AALS already decided that public criticism of other lawyers who have undertaken the representation of causes in disfavor should not occur. 189 However, absent the authority and prominence of a rule, an attorney could claim ignorance or read the duties to assist needy clients and not to deny legal services to disfavored causes as less important than explicit provisions in the rules of professional conduct.
Even if this responsibility of non-interference were made explicit, there is still the problem that it is prefaced with the language that legal representation "should not," rather than "shall not," be denied. Noncomrestraints on the availability of legal services for indigents and should seek to remove such restraints where they exist). 187 Professor Wayne Thode proposed a new lawyers' oath to create a duty to support attorneys who represent unpopular clients or causes: "I recognize that it is sometimes difªcult for clients with unpopular causes to obtain proper legal representation. I will do all that I can to assure that the client with the unpopular cause is properly represented and that the lawyer representing such a client receives credit from and support of the bar for handling such a matter." E. Wayne Thode, The Ethical Standard for the Advocate, 39 Texas L. Rev. 575, 592, 596-97 (1961).
The proposed rule of professional conduct could read: "A lawyer should seek to ensure that legal representation is not denied to a person or organization who is unable to afford legal services or whose cause is controversial or the subject of popular disapproval and should support the efforts of other lawyers to provide such legal representation." 188 The text of the rules of professional responsibility are authoritative and create duties, while the comments are intended as guides to interpreting the rules. Model Rules of Prof'l conduct Preamble (1999). An additional problem with ethics precepts stated in comments is that many states that follow the Model Rules have not explicitly adopted the comments, making it difªcult for some attorneys to recognize and comply with the scope of the explicit rules. However, even in those states that have not explicitly adopted the Model Rule comments, courts and bar disciplinary committees still use the comments to interpret and apply their state rules of professional responsibility. See, e.g., Farrington v. Law Firm of Sessions, Fishman, 687 So.2d 997, 999 (La. 1997); Cronin v. Eighth Judicial Dist. Court, in and for County of Clark, 781 P.2d 1150, 1153 (Nev. 1989) . 189 See supra note 96 and accompanying text. In addition, in 1953 the ABA House of Delegates, at the urging of the Committee on Individual Rights as Affected by National Security, adopted a resolution that read, in part:
2. That the Association will support any lawyer against criticism or attack in connection with such representation [of unpopular defendants], when, in its judgment he has behaved in accordance with the standards of the Bar. 3. That the Association will continue to educate the profession and the public on the rights and duties of a lawyer in representing any client, regardless of the unpopularity of either the client or his cause. 190 While the specter of disciplinary action would surely enhance lawyer respect for any new rule of non-interference, First Amendment problems counsel against a mandatory prohibition on efforts to deny legal services to those whose cause is controversial, at least where the attacks are merely verbal. 191 To address the problem of employment blacklisting, the AALS should explicitly prohibit law ªrms from discriminating against law schools and students in their hiring practices. The AALS already bars a legal employer from recruiting at law schools if the ªrm discriminates on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, disability, or sexual orientation. 192 A similar rule is needed to prohibit employers from discriminating on the basis of a law student's participation in a law school course or program, such as a law clinic, or on the basis of a law school's offering of a particular course or program. 193 Employers have the right to interview and hire students based on what class or program they have participated in or, conversely, to exclude students based on what class or program they have not participated in, where such decisions are related to bona ªde qualiªcations for the job. However, excluding students from interviews or employment based on what class or program they have participated in does not demonstrate a lack of legal knowledge, training, or skill, nor of the ability to zealously and faithfully represent their clients' interests.
Proceedings of the
In short, a ªrm's freedom to hire its choice of applicants should not be a license to discriminate within the hiring process based on participation in various law school activities or courses. 194 Since the decision not to interview or hire a student because of a controversial course or law clinic is based on bias and prejudice and not linked to bona ªde qualiªcations for employment, the AALS should prohibit such practices. 195 Though ªrms may admittedly be able to mask their hiring biases, the AALS prohibition would stand as both a statement against such bias and as a reminder to those involved in the hiring process.
Unless the bar and law schools take a strong position, backed up by clear and enforceable rules, that interference with efforts to ensure that all persons have access to legal representation will not be tolerated, a lawyer may rationalize that the profession's commitment to legal representation for controversial clients and causes is less important than explicit rules of professional conduct, such as the obligation to zealously represent the client.
196
V. Conclusion
Attacks by lawyers on the efforts of other attorneys to provide legal representation on environmental matters reºects poorly not just on the lawyers making such attacks, but on the legal profession's commitment to equal access to justice. It may be understandable, though regrettable, that the public sometimes does not respect the objective that all persons, even those advancing unpopular points of view, have access to legal representation. But as a fundamental tenet of the legal profession, that principle deserves the unwavering respect of all lawyers.
In a case involving efforts by the Association of the Bar of the City of New York and the New York County Lawyers' Association to disbar an attorney because of an alleged excess of zeal in representing a member of the communist party, Judge Charles Clark, former dean of Yale Law School, asked, "why must the most serious wounds to justice be self-inºicted?" 197 The ethics and employment discrimination rule changes proposed herein will not, of course, stop all attacks by lawyers on other attorneys providing controversial environmental representation. But at least the changes will make clear the profession's position that the proper role for all lawyers is to advance the notion that all clients and causes, even unpopular ones, are entitled to legal representation and not, as 195 E-mail from Peter Joy, Professor, Washington University School of Law, to Antionette Lopez, Professor, University of New Mexico School of Law (May 3, 2000) (on ªle with the Harvard Environmental Law Review) (including recommendation that the AALS adopt a rule prohibiting prospective employers from discriminating against students on the ground of their participation in law school courses or programs). 196 
